
NENY “Pass Your Stash on a Roll of the Dice” 
Holiday gifting game 

Rules – A wrapped Gift is randomly placed in front of each player to start the game.  
One playing card is drawn by each player, high card starts the game and goes in 
order to the left, draw-off for ties. For each turn, the player rolls two dice which 
determine their action.  The game ends when the last gift is unwrapped and the gift in 
front of each player at that time is their final holiday gift.  
 

Roll    Action that must be taken 

2 Everyone passes their gift one person to the right. 

3  Everyone passes their gift one person to the left. 

4 Unwrap your gift.  If your gift is already unwrapped, 
you have the option to exchange it for any other 
person’s gift (wrapped or unwrapped) OR keep the 
gift you have (for this turn!).   

5 Unwrap your gift.  If your gift is already unwrapped, 
you keep your gift AND must select someone else 
with a wrapped gift to have them unwrap their gift.  

6 Exchange your gift with EITHER the person on your 
immediate left OR your immediate right. 

7 exchange your gift for any other gift OR choose to 
keep it (for this turn!).  

8 Everyone passes their gift three people to the right 
AND you must unwrap the gift you end up with.  

9  Everyone passes their gift two people to the left. 

10 exchange your gift with someone older than you (if 
you are the oldest person in the game, you can 
exchange with anyone). 

11 exchange your gift with someone younger than you 
(if you are the youngest person in the game, you can 
exchange with anyone). 

12 Select two other people to exchange their gifts 
with each other.  You keep your gift (for this turn!). 


